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Abstract: Snubber design for flyback converters usually requires experimental prototype measurements or simulation
based on accurate and complex models. In this study simplified circuit modelling of a flyback converter has been
described to dimension snubbers in early stage of design process. Simulation based prediction of the transistor and
diode ringing frequencies has been validated by measurements in a prototype setup. In that way obtained simulation
data enabled fast and precise snubbers dimensioning. Application example has illustrated effectiveness of the
proposed methodology by line impedance stabilisation network (LISN) spectra evaluation of the experimental flyback
converter resulting from snubbers dimensioning.
1 Introduction

Flyback converters are commonly used in industrial switch mode
power supply because of their simplicity, high efficiency, low cost
and transformer isolation between input and output. However in
modern converters, the trend for increasing switching frequency is
connected with increasing electromagnetic interference (EMI)
caused by high-voltage spikes with ringing oscillations at transistor
and diode turn-off transients. One of the most effective method of
EMI reducing is application of snubbers. It can be noted that
designing procedure requires precise evaluation of the ringing
frequency generated during semiconductor switches commutation
and the value of the transformer leakage inductance. The most
popular and practical way is to measure these oscillations during
laboratory tests – but it requires working prototype – or it can be
forecast from models. EMI disturbances prediction for snubber
application can be obtained by precise modelling and simulation
of a flyback converter [1–6]. However, this time consuming
methodology requires extraction of parasitic parameters of main
circuit component including semiconductor switches,
high-frequency power transformer and PCB layout. Moreover,
dependence of these parasitic parameters on electric and magnetic
field couplings is difficult to identify at the design stage of a
converter [7]. In another similar approach aiming to develop wide
band flyback converter model [8], library switch models of the
OrCAD circuit simulator were used and power transformer
parasitic parameters were derived from the LCR meter direct
measurements. However instead of snubber circuits, the spread
spectrum technique was recommended. For a converter
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) analysis, if calculation speed
is preferred over high precision, a technique based on the state
vector approach and a simple switch device model has been
proposed in [9, 10]. Experimental flyback converter study in [11]
signalled a turn-off ringing phenomena mainly caused by the
resonant oscillating of transformer leakage inductance with the
MOSFET’s output capacitance. To verify above observation in a
quantitative manner, in this paper fast and accurate method of
ringing frequency identification has been considered.

The flyback converter model using simplified equivalent circuit is
developed (Section 2) and validated (Section 3). However, it should
be noted that presented modelling method is not sufficient to forecast
the EMI noise levels. Results of simulation carried out in the circuit
simulator Synopsys Saber@Sketch are compared with
experimentation in a laboratory setup. Transistor voltage Vds and
diode voltage Vd frequency spectra, evaluated using fast Fourier
transform (FFT) are utilised to indicate accurate ringing
frequencies for converter without snubbers. Next – in Section 4 –
snubbers application example is presented.
2 EMI frequencies prediction model

In a fundamental flyback converter (Fig. 1a), EMI disturbances are
mainly generated at transistor and diode terminals close to
connection points of transformer [12–15]. During energy transfer
from the primary to secondary, each commutation excites voltage
and current damped oscillation between switch capacitances and
transformer leakage inductances. To construct simplified converter
model for EMI ringing frequencies extraction (Fig. 1b), the
following assumptions based on extensive simulation study have
been taken into account:

† continuous current conduction mode (CCM) operation of the
flyback converter is considered,
† transformer secondary side parameters denoted with the prime
sign are referred to primary using the turns ratio n = n1/n2.
† the high-frequency transformer equivalent circuit [16] consists of
magnetising inductance L1m, total primary and secondary leakage
inductance Lleak, winding resistances R1, R

′
2 (inserted separately for

improving numerical stability conditions of the simulation model),
primary Cw1 and secondary C

′
w2 windings lumped capacitances,

† the capacitance Cw1 takes a part in oscillation generation during
transistor commutation ( frT) whereas C

′
w2 contributes to diode

commutation ( frD),
† it has been investigated by simulation that transformer
winding-to-winding capacitances have negligible influence on
ringing frequency, however they contribute to common mode
current propagation paths [17], hence they have not been inserted
in frequencies prediction model (Fig. 1b),
† printed circuit board (PCB) layout parasitics are neglected
because of dominant impact on disturbances frequencies of
leakage inductances and semiconductor parasitic capacitances,
† input electrolytic capacitor Cin, output filter Lout–Cout2 and load Rl

are omited since they are negligible in ringing frequencies circuits,
† output filter capacitance Cout1≫Cj has a neglected impact on
ringing frequencies,
† the MOSFET model comprises ideal switch with parasitic
capacitances: Cgd = Crss, Cgs = Ciss−Crss, Cds = Coss−Crss, where
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Fig. 2 Simulation model (Fig. 1b) waveforms

Fig. 1 Flyback converter

a Principal scheme
b EMI frequencies prediction model
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Crss, Ciss, Coss are derived from the datasheet, as a function of drain –
source voltage Vds = Vin + (Vout + Vf)n at the turn-off interval,
† parasitic capacitance Chs between the MOSFET and heat sink,
connected to the primary ground potential, contributes to the
ringing frequency and is added to MOSFET capacitances (parallel
connection),
† secondary diode model is applied based on the space charge layer
capacitance Cj [18]; referring secondary circuit to the primary yields

C′
j =

Cj0

(1+ (VR/f))
1/2n2

(1)

where, f is diffusion potential (for silicon diode 0.6–0.8 V), VR is
reverse voltage (defined positive), Cj0 is capacitance at zero
applied voltage (parameter from datasheet),
† in the secondary circuit, capacitance between Schottky diode and
heat sink is parallel connected with output filter capacitor, therefore it
has no influence on ringing frequency.

The transformer parasitic capacitances have been estimated using
digital adaptive Wiener filter (WF) [19]. First, current and voltage
have been measured, by applying the square wave voltage
generator to the transformer primary, secondary and between
primary and secondary terminals. Based on the obtained data, the
filter has been adapted to identify transformer impedance in the
form of WF transfer function. This allowed the inner resonant
995
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Table 1 Prototype converter parameters

Parameter Value

input voltage Vin = 40 ÷ 50, V
switching frequency fs = 37, kHz
rated output voltage Vout = 10, V
rated output current iout = 10, A
primary inductance L1 = 29.2, μH
secondary inductance L2 = 7.7, μH
size and type of transformer core EE42/21/15-3C90
turns ratio n = 2
leakage inductances L1l≃ 0.36, μH

L2l≃ 0.09, μH
transformer lumped capacitance Cw1≃ 10, pF

Cw2≃ 1, pF

Table 2 Semiconductors parasitic capacitance values

Fig. 3 Simplified flyback converter resonance circuit modes

a MOSFET turn-off and diode turn-on
b Diode turn-off and MOSFET turn-on
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frequencies to be identified and this was used to approximate the
Cw1≃ 10 pF and Cw2≃ 1 pF.

In Fig. 2, simulation waveforms of the simplified converter model
(Fig. 1b) indicate ringing circuit paths during the diode and the
MOSFET turn-off. Dominant impact on ringing circuits parameters
and frequencies have the transformer leakage inductance Lleak
with, respectively, diode capacitance C

′
j and MOSFET equivalent

capacitance CMOSFET. It can be notice that magnetising inductance
(obviously in CCM) have no influence on ringing frequencies and
EMI propagation.

Finally, analytical model for a resonance turn-off frequency
evaluation can be simplified to the two converter states (Fig. 3).
Ringing frequency in both states result from equivalent values of
parasitic inductance Lleak and total of semiconductor capacitances.
Thus, the MOSFET turn-off yields

frT = 1

2p
������������������������������
Lleak(Chs + CMOSFET + Cw1)

√ (2)

where CMOSFET =Cds + Cgs||Cgd and since C′
out1 ≫ (Chs+

CMOSFET + Cw1), it has been neglected. Respectively, for the diode
turn-off ringing frequency one obtains

fDr =
1

2p
�����������������
Lleak(C

′
j + C′

w2)
√ (3)
Semiconductor Value, pF

FDB2572 MOSFET (Vds = 62 V) Cgd = 23
Cds = 86

Cgs = 1680
Transistor – heatsink capacitance Chs = 4
NTST20120CTG Schottky diode (f = 0.8 V; VR = 31 V) C ′

j = 32

Fig. 4 Flyback converter prototype, LISN and load
3 Model validation

Prototype flyback converter was built adequately to the parameter
specification as in Table 1. It corresponds to a typical sizing of 48
Volt DC/DC converters used in telecommunications network
equipment [20]. To realise converter switching operation, the
FDB2572 N-channel Power Trench MOSFET and the
NTST20120CTG trench based Schottky rectifier were chosen. The
semiconductor switches parasitic capacitances resulting from
converter operation conditions are indicated in Table 2. The pulse
transformer winding was performed using sandwiched winding
technique with flat Litz wire to decrease the leakage inductance
[21]. The converter was controlled using UC3842 current mode
PWM driver at the fixed frequency fs = 37 kHz in the CCM with
transistor current sense in closed control loop. In Fig. 4 is shown a
general view of the EMI noise measurement setup consisting of
the flyback converter with load resistors and the two-line
V-network line impedance stabilisation network (LISN) device.
Converter parameters for simulation model were obtained from the
experimental prototype setup. Simulation research was carried out
using Synopsys Saber circuit simulator. However, it should be
noticed, that for a required analysis any other circuit simulator, for
example, Spice also could be applied.

Both, simulation model and prototype converter were tested at the
same operating conditions (Table 1) at iout = 7 A. Measurements of
transistor and diode voltages have been recorded with the aid of
Tektronix DPO 4034 digital oscilloscope. The MOSFET
996
drain-source voltage Vds waveforms and the secondary diode
voltage Vd waveforms were transformed into the frequency domain
by using the graphical waveform analyser Synopsys Cosmo Scope,
as is depicted in Figs. 5 and 6.

Comparison of experimental spectra envelopes with those
obtained by simplified model simulation confirms accurate
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 6, pp. 994–999
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Fig. 5 Simulated and measured transistor Vds voltage FFT spectra (without snubber)
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coherence in the lower frequency range up to a few MHz where
envelopes for both signals have similar shape, but for the higher
frequencies, experimental spectra envelopes indicate less emission
levels than simulated ones of about 20–30 dBμV. This can be
caused by neglecting parasitic resistance of connections and
Fig. 6 Simulated and measured diode Vd voltage FFT spectra (without snubber)
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components which increase for high frequencies because of skin
effect. However, the main advantage of the simulation approach is
a precise prediction of the EMI peak frequencies corresponding to
turn-off of the MOSFET (17.4 MHz) and the diode (30.7 MHz)
ringing frequencies.
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Fig. 7 EMI noise measurement setup for a Flyback converter

Fig. 8 Conducted EMI spectra of a flyback converter without snubbers and after snubbers application
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4 Snubber design application

Following design recommendation [14, 22] two snubbers have been
applied: transistor RC snubber damping frT = 17.4 MHz oscillations
at the transistor turn off, and the diode RC snubber damping frD =
30.7 MHz oscillations at the diode turn off. For all calculation,
transformer leakage inductances, measured at converter switching
frequency ( fs), will be needed.

Parameters both for transistor and diode, snubber circuit (Fig. 7)
[22] are given by

Rsn = 2pfrLl (4)

Csn = 1

2pfrRsn
(5)

where, Ll is leakage inductance (primary for transistor snubber,
secondary (L1l/n

2) for diode snubber), fr is transistor or diode
ringing frequency.
998
In Fig. 8 the LISN spectra of the experimental flyback converter
before and after snubber applied are compared. Top figure window
depicting converter operation without snubbers, the characteristic
transistor and diode turn–off EMI frequencies are transparent. In
the bottom figure window, when the snubber have been applied on
the transistor and diode terminals, the disturbances of the
considered turn-off ringing frequencies of the MOSFET and the
diode have been significantly cut off. Experimental comparison of
the MOSFET Vds voltage turn-off transients in Fig. 9 confirms
effective damp down ringing frequency after snubber application.
It is however evident the initial Vds peak voltage resting unaltered.
If it is necessary to limit this over voltage, the additional RCD
clamp circuit should be applied [22–24].
5 Conclusion

Effective design of snubbers in a flyback converter is based on
commutation EMI frequencies prediction obtained from circuit
oriented simulation. For this purpose converter model reduction is
IET Power Electron., 2015, Vol. 8, Iss. 6, pp. 994–999
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Fig. 9 MOSFET turn-off voltage Vds transients – before and after snubber application
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developed by using equivalent capacitive models of MOSFET and
diode switches. Indeed, semiconductor capacitances and
transformer leakage inductance have most significant impact on
the turn off ringing frequencies. Moreover, these parameters can
be directly derived from manufacturer datasheets. Wheras, parasitic
transformer capacitances and the PCB parasitic inductances in
properly designed converter layout are insignificant and can be
neglected. Validation tests carried out in a laboratory setup have
proved agreement of experimental MOSFET and diode switches
spectra with those obtained from simulation tests. Comparative
LISN spectra confirmed effective attenuation of the MOSFET and
the diode turn-off ringing frequencies. Application of that way
predicted EMI frequencies to snubbers sizing enabled less time
consuming design of a presented flyback converter.
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